
NANA – ASC MINUTES 
Date | time 4/15/2018 6:00 PM | Meeting facilitated by NANA Area 

PARTICIPATION 
We want to thank the Second Chance Clubhouse board for allowing us to host this emergency area meeting. 
The meeting opened at 6:05pm and present were Brandy C (Late Night’s GSR), Brittni V (Late Night’s Alt 
GSR), Pete L (Late Night’s Secretary), Regina (Late Night’s Alt Treasurer), Brandon F (Recovery First 
GSR/March NANA Area Chair), Chester S (NANA Area PI Chair/Motion maker for the emergency meeting), 
and Jason W (Member).  
 
REASON FOR THE MEETING 

 A member brought to the table that Late Night’s service structure and communication is basically non-
existent. Most chairs are not showing up to chair their meeting and no one is showing up for their 
business meeting. The member is concerned that late night might have to cut back on meetings or close 
altogether as one member cannot hold it together. 

 It was discussed that Late Night serves about 700 addicts a month and that the area should be there to 
support it groups. It was decided that the area would have an emergency business meeting to discuss 
Late Night and see how we can help keep the meeting open. The meeting will be held on April 15th at 
6pm at 135 SW Buchanan (this space was chosen as the use of Late Nights Space could not be 
confirmed and this is the registered address for the area).  

 
DISCUSSION 

 Topic 1 – Why are we here? 
o The PI Chair and Area Chair both worked together to summarize why the emergency area 

meeting was called and the intention behind the meeting. 
 Topic 2 – Does late Night need any assistance from the Area? 

o It was discussed that Late Night had an emergency business meeting the night before. In that 
meeting the group filled all service positions. At this time the group does not need assistance 
and thanks the area for their support. 

 Topic 3 – Late Night turns 25 this are you having a function? 
o There was discussion on if Late Night was going to celebrate its birthday. Representative from 

Late Night thought this was a good idea to have a function and are going to work to get a group 
conscience. A motion was made by Recovery First for the are to set aside $200 in case Late Night 
needs funds to put on the function. This motion was seconded by the PI Chair and by Late 
Nights GSR. The GSR did not feel they would need the money but was grateful for the support. 
The motion was approved. 

 
Meeting was closed at 6:43pm 


